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Abstract 
In many control applications involving PDE models, it is standard engineer- 
ing practice to  replace the infinite dimensional system by a finite dimensional 
system of differential algebraic equations (DXEs) The obvious advantages in 
being able to work directly with t he original DKE model include faster simu- 
lat ion because of reduced time for model manipulat ion, more detailed models, 
and exploitation of sparsity or other system structure Spatial discretization 
introduces more erroneous higher frequencies and the corresponding st iffness 
associated with higher frequencies, owing to the largely varying time scales 
It yields highly oscillatory solutions, because of large imaginary parts of 
eigenvalues The resulting semidiscretized system involves two types of state 
variables, namely, those for gross motion modeled by DXEs, and those for 
the elastic deformations, modeled by PDEs Gross motion and elastic defor- 
mation have widely different time scales, t herefore t ime integrat ion becomes 
difficult because of numerical stiffness One of the outstanding problems in 
the numerical simulation of flexible mechanical mult ibody systems is the de- 
velopment of efficient methods for dealing with highly oscillatory systems 
Simulations involving high frequency vibration can fake a huge number of 
time steps, often as a consequence of oscillations which are not physically 
import ant 
In this thesis, we introduce a new family of second order methods for solv- 
ing the index-2 DXEs of motion for flexible multibody mechanism These 
methods, which ex€end the a-methods for ODES of structural dynamics to 
DXEs, possess numerical dissipation that can be controlled by the user The 
novel* of DAE -a lies out in the fact, that it algorithmically damps out 
higher mode eigen frequencies, while a t  the same time introduces no oscilla- 
t ions Stability analysis has been carried out using the concepts of amplifica- 
tion matrix for linear cases Convergence of n e d o n  iteration, which can be 
a source of difficulty in solving non linear oscillatory systems with large s t e p  
sizes, is achieved via a coordinate-split modification to  Newton iteration For 
unconditionally stable algorithms like D K E a ,  a time step may be selected 
independent of stability considerations and thus saving substant ial compu- 
tational effort \Ye have al.0 prcsc~nrcc~ btcibil~tr an&sis from the energy 
lob3 perspect ire for both ltrsedr and non linear sisterns In the absence of 
Ltn? phj aioal darnping. cbncI sliut~ld sr CXJ cvnstant On f he contrary, some 
encra  dissipatio~l \\as noted i i e  term it as spurious energy and if in term 
depends on step size chosen and the h ~ g h  frequency dissipation parameter 
Reported rtxsearch on flesible multlbodl s\ stems focuses on reducing the 
computational cost of e\-aluari~lg the higher eigen frequencies induced by 
spatial discretization TVe hare inrroduced the concept of lognorm as a fool 
of pnorz error estimator 13;n algebraic cspression reIa€ing step size, and 
high frequent) disslpafion paramerer has been derived, which provide an 
auf ornaf ic estimate of their \ af 11- to a\ oid high frequencies This was found 
useful for targeted slrnulatiorz of i-ariaus spectral segments 
